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a b i l i t y   l i m i t e r s   —   
t i m e   g a m e   p l a y e r s

182 Down through the ages, and even before the ages, various

control systems have been developed to monitor the 

spirits and make them stay with the bodies until the

bodies have produced as much sensation as possible.

The so-called hierarchy of upper echelon spirits, by

mutual agreement have established certain rules and devel-

oped remarkable methods of hypnotic control to use on

lower level spirits who have agreed and/or volunteered

for assignments in the time game on planet Earth.

spirits arriving here have either volunteered or have

been forced to come here. Some few are here doing a

research project or preparing a graduate thesis from the

university of universes.

Some sections of Earth are a reserve type slave farm where

spirits put in time until needed elsewhere.

Some of us are professional do-gooders on special

assignments.

Generally most spirits come to earth and volunteer

for a series of 5, 7 or 9 lifetimes.

spirits have different levels of ability and awareness

assigned to them.

Only in the american constitution are we classified as

being born free and equal.

Some spirits with enough assigned ability will hunt

around between lives until they find old friends or loved
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ones — or locate a beloved opponent and get into the 

family to get even for all those other lifetimes.

Perhaps 90% of spirits on earth, as soon as they leave the

body with the intention of not returning, go immediately

to the nearest assigned control station.

183 A spirit is an assignment— a thought that states, “i am

a spirit.” The spirit is thought and therefore is not

energy. The area of assignment that is the spirit is

thought which is totality— an assigned segment of

the total self.

A spirit that remembers and is aware of being totality

can appear and disappear at will and thus cannot be

hurt, trapped, or affected by other beings, energy beams

or thoughts.

To move from location to location, the spirit, who

operates with awareness as totality, unmakes himself

and reassigns her/himself at the new location.

He/she appears and disappears at locations simply by

deciding to.

184 spirits in the earth-type game have entered into two basic

game agreements

1. can create with a thought.

2. cannot destroy a thought.

Since the spirit is a thoughtassignment, this agreement

causes a spirit to be unable to unmake or unassign

(destroy) her/himself from any given location. Rather

than disappear she/he must move from the location.
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time game wise, all movements are placed on the aur

cycle — assign-unassign-reassign — and thus there

is motion — or there appears to be.

With this agreement “cannot destroy a thought”

— a spirit cannot escape from a given location by

unmaking him/herself and returning to the state of pure

thought or the totality level, which creates thought,

by a decision. This makes it possible to trap and control

spirits with energy beams and various magnetic devices.

In this way it is possible to experience the sensations of

pretending to be destroyed and enjoy the beautiful

sadness of a game in which a loss is guaranteed.

Apparently this is desirable after a spirit has won for

millions upon millions of aeons of so-called time — 

boring????????????

c o n t r o l   s t a t i o n s 

185 control stations

Most spirits are operating bodies on planet Earth under

hypnotic control from some local, this solar system,

control station.

When the spirit leaves the body at death, a kind of 

homing pigeon beam keys-in, which says, “i am going

home”. This beam has a very high esthetic value and the

spirit generally hangs around for the funeral and, as soon

as all the excitement is over, he/she takes off, guided to the

control station on this beam, because it is so beautiful

and comfortable.
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Some control stations are satellite type space stations,

manned by spirits who operate certain types of

equipment. Other types of control stations operate

on and in the actual planet.

What happens between lives is more or less the same for all

control stations. There are some very fancy variations

in many universes but the results are all similar.

186 The departing spirit is either sadly or gladly heading for

“home” after the funeral. Arriving at the door or entry

chute he/she gleefully enters.

Immediately there is a blast from four directions of sub-

sonic energy beams; designed to knock him/her even

more unconscious than his recent befuddled existence

on planet Earth.

In the main control room he/she is attached to a robot-type

android body with earth-type characteristics in a barber-

shop style chair

From the outer perimeter of the circular control room

he/she is hit from 12 different (clock) positions with heavy

shock beams containing “wipe outs” — hypnotic sugges-

tions that there will be no remembering of being in the

control station and a forgetting of all past lives,

especially the last one.

187 The station operators are punching out a new lifetime

pattern on the computer system, which is fed into the

energy beam converters as hypnotic commands, which

are installed in the spirits forcefields with pain and

shock.

These commands can be termed forcefields of

negation, usually non-verbal on the thought level.
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you will never remember any of these happenings. 

you will always report back to this station upon

leaving the body.

you will think it is your imagination if you

remember this.

you will go insane if you remember this.

you heart will stop beating if you remember any

of this. 

you will not remember that you are a spirit.

you will never remember that you are totality. 

you will never remember who you really are. 

you will think you are a body.

you will not leave the body until your 

programmed assignment is completed.

if you leave the body you will never be able 

to find it. 

if you remember any of this you will immediately

go to sleep and forget it completely.

the more you try to release this the more solid

it will get. nothing will do any good.

There are perhaps a thousand or more of such hypnotic

implants installed as forgetter mechanisms.

The spirit is then shown a set of pictures on a video screen

— usually a set of 48 pictures showing segments of his new

life, such as, size, shape, and color of body.

go to such and such town or location....

report to cedars of lebanon hospital....

pick up male body....

your mother is — so and so....

your school is so and so....

attend so and so university....

you will be an attorney....
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the left arm is to break at 1400 hours 17 august ....

one operation is allowed — appendectomy....

married two times — blondes....

three bodies must be created for children....

report back to control station 88 immediately

after age 86.5

death is installed as a hypnotic implant complete with

pictures and sensations. How beautiful it is to escape from

all your relatives and creditors....

188 The spirit is then enveloped in a beautiful beam of

exquisite sex and other sensations and told of the

miraculous wonder and joy of being human.

He/she is beamed back to Earth near the hospital or contact

location to pick up his/her newly assigned body. The

entire elapsed earth time is generally, on an average, 20 or

30 minutes between lifetimes. This is perhaps true of

75% of the population on the planet.

Some assignments are for a cycle of lifetimes — 5, 7 or

9. spirits wishing to be females are given the necessary

polarities to maintain a female body plus the joy of having

children.

Since sex is designed to last for seconds on Earth, nine

months is the longest it is possible to maintain contact with

a loved one. Thus the birth cycle is endowed with sex and

pain carried to the approximate limit for earth-type bodies.

Some incoming spirits use it as an excuse to get even with

the female and sometimes try to kill her. If she feels guilty

enough for all those other lifetimes, they succeed.
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